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A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATIONTHEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSAndrei Okounkov1Institute for Problems of Information TransmissionBolshoj Karetny 19, Moscow, 101447, Russia.E-mail: okounkov@ippi.ac.msk.su, okounkov@math.ias.eduAnatoly Vershik2St. Petersburg Branch of Steklov Mathematical InstituteNab. Fontanki 27, St. Petersburg, 191011, Russia.current address: Erwin Schrodinger International Institutefor Mathematical Physics,Pasteurgasse 6/7 A-1090 Wien, Austria.E-mail: vershik@pdmi.ras.ru, avershik@esi.ac.atx0. Introduction.The aim of this paper is to give a new, simple, and direct approach to represen-tation theory of S(n).Basically there are two ways to construct irreducible complex representations ofS(n). The �rst is based on representation theory of GL(N) and duality betweenS(n) and GL(N) in the tensorsCN 
 CN 
 � � � 
 CN| {z }n times ;which is called the Schur{Weyl duality (see [W]). The Schur functions, which arecharacters of GL(N), play the key role in this approach. This was the way Frobeniusoriginally described the characters of S(n). It is explained in the book [M].The other way (historically it was the �rst one) which is usually attributed toYoung with the later contributions by Weyl and von Neumann, is based on thecombinatorics of Young diagrams and tableaux. Irreducible representations arise inthis approach as common components of two simple induced representations (s.c.Specht's modules). This way is traditional and one can �nd it in almost all text-books and monographs on the subject, for example, in one of the last books [JK].It requires considerable e�orts to obtain any explicit formulas for representationscharacters and the proof of the main fact of the theory - the branchig rule.1supported by the ISF and by RFFI grant 95-01-00814. During the stay at the Institute forAdvanced Study the author was supported NSF grant DMS 9304580.2partially supported by the INTAS and by RFFI. Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSBoth ways are deep and important as well as indirect. In both cases we arebeing told that diagrams, tableaux and the nontrivial combinatorics which is usedin the considerations are necesessary and consist the natural things in representationtheory of symmetric groups - for which we can verify later.The following reasons show us that the traditional approach is not entirely ade-quate. We believe that representation theory of the symmetric groups must statisfythe following conditions:(1) Symmetric groups are Coxeter groups and the methods of their representa-tion theory should apply to all classical series of Coxeter groups,(2) Symmetric groups form a natural series and their representaion theoryshould be recursive with respect to the series, which means that repre-sentation theory of S(n) should rely on representation theory of S(n � 1)for all n = 1; 2 : : : .(3) The combinatorics of the Young diagrams and Young tableaux, which re-ects the branching rule for restrictionS(n) # S(n� 1) ;must be introduced not as an auxiliary tool of construction, but intrinsically,starting from the inside structure of the symmetric groups. It means that,say, Young diagrams must appear as result of the analysis of the groups andits representations but not apriori as in usual approach. In this case thebranchig rule (which is one of the main theorem of the theory) will appearnaturally and not as a last corollary after developing the whole theory.Traditional representation theory of symmetric groups does not satisfy theseprinciples and it puts the theory in a speci�c position in general representationtheory. Here we suggest new approach which makes the whole theory more naturaland simple.For our method the following three notions become very important:(1) Gelfand-Zetlin (GZ) algebra and basis for series Sn,(2) Jucys-Murphy (JM) elements,(3) algebras with local system of the generators (ALSG) as a general context forthe theoryGZ basis was de�ned for the unitary and orthogonal groups by I.M.Gelfand andM.L.Zetlin in �fties [GZ1-2]. The general notion of GZ algebra for inductive limitof algebras can be introduced in the same way for an arbitrary inductive limitof semisimple algebras (it was done, for example, in [KV]). The notion of ALSGgeneralizes the relation of Coxeter groups, braid groups, Hecke algebras and so on(see [V1]). This idea gives us the rule of induction process for the construction of therepresentation. Very convenient special generators of GZ algebras - JM generators,were independently introduced for symmetric groups by A.-A.A.Jucys [Ju] andG.E.Murphy [Mu]. There exist an invariant way (see below) for their de�nitionand this way could be used for the de�nition of its analogs for very general class ofALSG algebras, in articular for all Coxeter groups.One of the main advantages of our version of the representation theory of sym-metric (and of other series of the Coxeter groups) is the following: we obtain a



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 3branching rule simultaneosly with the description of the representations and intro-duce Young diagrams and tableaux into the theory only using the analysis of thespectra of JM elements of the GZ algebra (see content vectors below).The complexity of the symmetric group (compared to GL(N)) lies in the factthat the Coxeter relations sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1for the generators of S(k) are not commutation relations. Moreover, there is no anybig commutative subgroup of S(k) that could play the role of a Cartan subgroup.However, it is possible to develop a representation theory for S(n) in some sensesimilar to Cartan highest weight theory for GL(N) using the Gelfand-Zetlin com-mutative subalgebra in the group algebra C [S(n)]. The generators of this algebra,the so called Jucys-Murphy elements,Xi = (1 i) + (2 i) + � � �+ (i� 1 i); i = 1; 2; : : : ; nwhich were introduced independently in [Ju] and [Mu], have nice commutationrelations with the generators si. For example, we have(0.1) siXi + 1 = Xi+1si ;for all i.These commuting elements diagonalize simultaneously in any representation ofS(n) and the whole representation theory of S(n) can be deduced from the informa-tion which eigenvalues of these elements are possible and which of them occur in thesame irreducible representation. This problem is parallel to the description of thehighest weights of irreducible representations of a reductive group. The basis whichdiagoinalizes those elements is just GZ basis, for symmetric groups it coincides withthe Young basis.We solve this problem by using induction on n and simple representation theoryof the algebra H(2) generated by si and two commuting elements Xi, Xi+1 subjectto the relation (0.1). In a sense this algebra plays the same role as gl(2) plays forreductive groups.As an application of these results we derive the classical Young formulas for theaction of generators si of S(n) and a new proof of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rulefor the characters of S(n). The �nal step in the proof of the Young formulas is thesame as in [Mu]; in fact, Young formulas is what Murphy introduced the elementsXi and calculated their eigenvalues for. The novelty of our approach is that wedo not assume any knowledge of the representation theory of S(n) and build thetheory just starting from simple commutation relations.The �rst attempt to get a new version of the representation theory of symmetricgroup in order to avoid the incompleteness of ordinary theory which were mentionedabove was given in the paper [V1, V2] where ALSG was de�ned. The branchingrule and a Young orthogonal form was deduced in [V1] from Coxeter relation forgenerators of S(n) and the assumption that the branching graph (see below) ofS(n) is a Hasse diagram of the distributive lattice. But the right generators of theGZ algebra (as JM-generators) aloow us to eliminate any additional assumptions.



4 A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSIn this paper we study only symmetric groups but our scheme now can be carriedout for some other ALSG (in the sence of [V1]) and �rst of all to the Coxetergroups of series B-C-D and to the wreath products of the symmetric group withsome �nite groups. The genereal de�nitions of JM elements could also be done inthe very general context. All this generalizations will be considered elsewhere.We do not attempt to give here a complete bibliography on subject. Properanalogs of Jucys-Murphy elements for the in�nite symmetric group S(1) provedthemselves to be a very powerfull tool in the in�nite-dimensional representationtheory [O1,O2]. About in�nite symmetric group see [V3,VK,KOV,KOOV] JM ele-mentsv for Coxeter groups also were de�ned in [N,R]. Applications of JM elementsto classical representation theory are also numerous (see, for example, [DG]). In thepapers [C,D] JM elements in fact were considered in the context of the theory of thedegenerate a�ne Hecke algebras. The idea to revise classical theory in the spiritwhich was decribed above was discussed also by the second author in connection ofasymptotic theory of symmetric groups, see [V1,2,3].The reader is supposed to be familiar only with the elementary facts from ab-stract representation theory of �nite groups. We will not use any facts from therepresentation theory of the symmetric groups.We would like to thank M. Nazarov for useful information about literature, andS. Kerov and G. Olshanski for helpful discussions about the theory of representa-tions of symmetric groups.A short announcement of our results was made in [OV].x1. Gelfand-Zetlin Basis for Inductive Families.Let(1.1) f1g = G(0) � G(1) � G(2) � : : : :be a chain of �nite groups. By G(n)^ denote the set of equivalence classes ofirreducible complex representations of the group G(n). The branching graph (orBratteli diagram) of (1.1) is by de�nition the following oriented graph. The verticesof the branching graph are the elements of the set[n�0G(n)^ :Two vertices � 2 G(n � 1)^ and � 2 G(n)^ are joined by k oriented edges ifk = dimHomG(n�1)(V �; V �) ;that is if k is the multiplicity of � in the restriction of the representation � to thegroup G(n�1). We call the set G(n)^ the n-th level of the branching graph. Write�% �if � and � are connected by an edge in the branching graph; write� � � ;



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 5where � 2 G(k)^, � 2 G(n)^, and k � n, if the multiplicity of � in � is nonzero. Inother words, � � � if there is a path from � to � in the branching graph. Denoteby ? the unique element of G(0)^. The same de�nition of the branching graph isgood for any chain M(0) �M(1) �M(2) � : : :of �nite-dimensional semisimple assosiative algebras.In the case G(n) = S(n); n = 1; 2; : : :we always have k 2 f0; 1g;which means that the branching graph is multiplicity free. A proof of this wellknown fact (see, for example [JK]) will be given below. We assume k 2 f0; 1g inthe sequel. In this case the decompositionV � = M�2G(n�1)^;�%� V �into the sum of irreducible G(n� 1)-modules is canonical. By induction, we obtaina canonical decomposition of the module V � into irreducible G(0)-modules (that issimply 1-dimensional subspaces) V � =MT VT ;indexed by the all possible chains(1.2) T = �0 % �1 % : : :% �nwhere �i 2 G(i)^ and �n = �. Such are paths from ? to � in the branching graph.Choose a vector vT 2 VT such that(vT ; vT ) = 1 ;where (� ; �) is the G(n)-invariant inner product in V �. The basis fvT g is calledthe Gelfand-Zetlin (GZ) basis. In [GZ1,GZ2] was de�ned basis for representationof SO(n) and U(n); we use the same name in the general situation (see [VK]). Weshall consider also non-normalized Gelfand-Zetlin basis vectors. By de�nition(1.3) C [G(i)] � vT ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n;is the irreducible G(i)-module V �i. It is clear also, that vT is the unique (within ascalar factor) vector with this property.By Z(n) denote the center of C [G(n)]. Let A(n) � C [G(n)] be the algebragenerated by the subalgebras Z(1); Z(2); : : : ; Z(n)of C [G(n)]. It is readily seen that A(n) is commutative. The algebra A(n) iscalled the Gelfand-Zetlin subalgebra(GZ-algebra). Recall the following fundamentalisomorphism(1.4) C [G(n)] = M�2G(n)^End(V �) :



6 A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSProposition 1. The GZ-algebra (= A(n)) is the algebra of of all operators diago-nal in GZ-basis. In particular, it is a maximal commutative subalgebra of C [G(n)].Proof. Denote by PT 2 A(n) the product of central idempotentsP�1P�2 : : : P�; P�i 2 Z(i) ;corresponding to �1; �2; : : : ; � respectively. Clearly, PT is the projection onto VT .Hence A(n) contains the algebra of operators diagonal in the basis fvT g, whichis a maximal commutative subalgebra of C [G(n)]. Since A(n) is commutative theproposition is proved. �Remark 1.1. Note that by the theorem any vector from the Gelfand-Zetlin basisfor any irredusible representation of G(n) is uniquely (within a scalar) determinedby the eigenvalues of the elements of A(n) on it.Remark 1.2. In general situation (for an arbitrary branching rule with the multi-plicities of the edges -see above de�nition) Gelfand-Zetlin algebra is not a maximalabelian subalgerba of the whole algebra: maximality of tha algebra takes place i�the multiplicities are equal to zero or one.x2. Jucys-Murphy Elements.>From now on we consider the caseG(n) = S(n) :In section 4 we shall prove that any irreducible S(n)-module is indeed a multiplicity-free S(n� 1)-module. The Gelfand-Zetlin basis for the symmetric group is knownas the Young basis.For i = 1; 2; : : : ; n consider the following elements Xi 2 C [S(n)]Xi = (1 i) + (2 i) + � � � + (i � 1 i) :In particular, X1 = 0. Following M. Nazarov we call them Jucys-Murphy elementsor JM-elements; they were introduced independently in [Ju] and [Mu].It is clear that Xi = sum of all transpositions in S(i) �sum of all transpositions in S(i� 1) ;(2.1)that is a di�erence of an element of Z(i) and an element of Z(i � 1). ThereforeXi 2 A(n) for all i � n. In particular, the JM elements commute. The followingproposition will be proved in the section 4. The fact that JM elements generate amaximal commutative subalgebra in C [S(n)] is well-known (see [DG]).Proposition 2.1. The elements X1; : : : ;Xn generate the algebra A(n).Another way to introduce the elements Xi is the following. There exists theunique map S(n+ 1)! S(n)which commutes with the right and left multiplication by elements of S(n); itremoves the number n+1 from the cyclic notation of a permutation [KOV]. Extendthis map to a map of group algebras by linearityC [S(n + 1)]! C [S(n] :



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 7Proposition 2.2. The a�ne space in the algebra C [S(n + 1)] which is the inter-section of the preimage (under that projection) of the identity element of C [S(n)]with the commutant of the subalgebra C [S(n)] is spanned by indentity element ofC [S(n + 1)] and the element n( � 1)Xn+1.This proposition gives us an invariant de�nition of JM elemenmts; it could beextend to many series of ALSG algebras and groups which have a similar projection,f.e. JM elements for the general Coxeter groups could be de�ned in such a way.We will not use this fact.The Young basis is the common eigenbasis of JM elements. If v is a Young basisvector, then by �(v) = (a1; : : : ; an) 2 C ndenote the eigenvalues of X1; : : : ;Xn on v. Let us call the vector �(v) the weightof v. Denote by Spec(n) = f�(v); v 2 Young basisgthe spectrum of JM elements. By proposition 2 and remark 1 a point �(v) 2Spec(n) determines v up to a scalar factor (denote by v� any Young basis vectorcorresponding to a point � 2 Spec(n)). It follows thatjSpec(n)j = X�2S(n)^ dim� :By de�nition of the Young basis the set Spec(n) is in a natural bijection with theset of all paths (1.2) in the branching graph. Denote these correspondences byT 7! �(T ); � 7! T� :There is a natural equivalence relation � on Spec(n). Write� � �; �; � 2 Spec(n) ;if v� and v� belong to the same irreducible S(n)-module, or, equivalently, the pathsT� and T� have the same end. Clearly,jSpec(n)= � j = jS(n)^j :Our plan is to(1) describe the set Spec(n),(2) describe the equivalence relation �,(3) calculate matrix elements in the Young basis,(4) calculate characters of irreducible representations.x3. Action of Coxeter generators and the algebra H(2).The Coxeter generators of the group S(n)si = (i i+ 1); i = 1; : : : ; n� 1;commute except for neighbors. Such generators were called local generators in [V].Here, as in physics, \local" means that remote generators do not a�ect each other(commute). The Young basis is also local in the following sence.



8 A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSProposition 3. For any vectorvT ; T = �0 % : : :% �n; �i 2 S(i)^and any k = 1; : : : ; n� 1 the vector sk � vTis a linear combination of vectorsvT 0 ; T 0 = �00 % : : :% �0n; �0i 2 S(i)^such that �0i = �i; i 6= k :In other words, the action of sk a�ects only the k-th level of the branching graph.Proof. Suppose i > k. Since sk 2 S(i) and the moduleC [S(i)] � vTis irreducible we have(3.1) C [S(i)] sk � vT = C [S(i)] � vT = V �i ;where V �i is the irreducible S(i)-module indexed by �i 2 S(i)^.Suppose i < k. Since sk commutes with S(i) we have (3.1) again. Now it followsfrom (1.3) that sk � vT is a linear combination of desired vectors. �In the same way it is easy to show the the coe�cients of this linear combinationdepend only on �k�1; �k; �0k; �k+1 and the choice of the scalar factors in Youngbasis vectors. That is the action of sk a�ects only the k-th level and depends onlyon levels number k � 1; k; k + 1 of the branching graph.The proposition can be also easily deduced from the obvious relations(3.2) siXj = Xjsi; j 6= i; i+ 1 :The elements si, Xi, and Xi+1 satisfy a more interesting (and well-known relation)(3.2) siXi + 1 = Xi+1si ;which is evident rewritten as siXisi + si = Xi+1 :Denote by H(2) the algebra generated by elements s; Y1; Y2 subject to the fol-lowing relations S2 = 1; Y1Y2 = Y2Y1; sY1 + 1 = Y2s :This algebra will play the central role in the sequel. It is the simplest example ofthe degenerate a�ne Hecke algebra.The action of JM elements on the Young basis is also local. It readily followsfrom (2.1) that if T = �0 % : : :% �nand �(T ) = (a1; : : : ; an)Then ak is the di�erence of a function of �k and a function of �k�1 for all k.Another important property of Coxeter generators and JM elements is that therelations between them are stable under a shift of indices. Such relations were calledstationary relations in [V1]. We can consider an algebraH(2)) as right "increment"which we have to add to algerba C [S(n)] in order to obtain the algebra C [S(n+1)].



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 9x4. Centralizers.Suppose we have a group G, an irreducible G-module V , a subgroup H � G,and an irreducible H-module U . The multiplicity of U in V equals the dimensionof the vector space HomH(U; V ) :This vector space, as it follows from (1.4), is an irreducible module over the cen-tralizer C [G]Hof the group H in C [G]. In this section we study the centralizersZ(l; k) = C [S(l + k)]S(l):The following theorem was proved by G. Olshanski.Theorem 4. The algebra Z(l; k) is generated by the elementsXl+1; : : : ;Xl+k ;the group S(k), which permutes the numbers fl+1; : : : ; l+ kg, and the center Z(l)of C [S(l)].Proof. Let us assume that k = 2. The general case is similar. The sums of thetwo following kinds form a linear basis in Z(l; k)�(m1;m2; : : : ) == Xa1;a2;:::;am1 ;b1;:::(l + 1; a1; : : : ; am1 )(l + 2; b1; : : : ; bm2 )(c1; : : : ; cm3)(: : : ) : : : ;�0(m1;m2; : : : ) == Xa1;a2;:::;am1 ;b1;:::(l + 1; a1; : : : ; am1 ; l + 2; b1; : : : ; bm2 )(c1; : : : ; cm3)(: : : ) : : : ;where a1; a2; : : : ; b1; : : : range over all possible subsets of f1; : : : ; lg of cardinalityjmj =Pmi. Clearly,�0(m1;m2; : : : ) = (l + 1; l + 2)�(m1;m2; : : : ) :Introduce a �ltration of Z(l; 2) whose n-th subspace is spanned by �(m1;m2; : : : )and �0(m1;m2; : : : ) with jmj � n. It is easy to see that�(m1;m2; : : : ) =(Xl+1)m1(Xl+2 � sl+1)m2  Xc1;:::(c1; : : : ; cm3)(: : : ) : : :!+ lower terms :Here \lower terms" means an element of the lower �ltration subspace. Note that thesum over c1; : : : is an element of Z(l). Now induction on jmj proves the theorem. �In particular, the algebra C [S(n + 2)]S(n)is generated by Z(n) and homomorphic image of H(2).Now we can prove proposition 2.



10A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSCorrolary 4.1. The elements X1; : : : ;Xn generate the algebra A(n).Proof. By induction, it su�ces to check that Z(n) belongs to the algebra gen-erated by Z(n � 1) and Xn. This follows from the above theorem and obviousinclusion Z(n) � Z(n� 1; 1) : �Corrolary 4.2. Let V � be an irreducible S(l)-module, and let V � be an irreducibleS(l + k)-module. Then the multiplicity of V � in V � is not greater than k! . Inparticular, if k = 1 then V � is a multiplicity-free S(l)-module.Proof. The multiplicity is the dimension of(4.1) HomS(l)(V �; V �) ;which is an irreducible Z(l; k)-module. The algebra Z(l) acts by scalar operatorsin this module. The elements Xl+1; : : : ;Xl+k commute and hence have a commoneigenvector v in (4.1). It follows from the relations (3.2,3.3) that the vector spacespanned by the vectors s � v; s 2 S(k);is Z(l; k)-invariant and hence equals (4.1). It follows thatdimHomS(l)(V �; V �) � k! : �It is easy to see from the explicit construction of representation (see below) thatthis upper bound is sharp.In terms of the branching graph this proposition can be restated as follows. Bythe very de�nition of the Young basis the space (4.1) has a natural basis indexedby paths from � to � in the branching graph. SupposeT0 = �% : : :% �is such a path. Then the corresponding homomorphismV � ! V �takes a vector vT 2 V � to the vector vT+T0 ;where T + T0 stands for junction of T and T0.The estimate (4.2) for k = 2 implies that there are only three possibilities:(1) the multiplicity of � in � equals 0 and � and � are not connected in thebranching graph;(2) the multiplicity equals 1 and the interval between � and � is a chain�|�|� ;(3) the multiplicity equals 2 and the interval between � and � is a square�� � �� �� � :



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 11In the case of the chain the generator sl+1 multiplies all vectorsvT ; T = : : :% �% � % �% : : :by a constant, which equals �1 by virtue of s2l+1 = 1.We consider the case of the square in the next section.Remark 4.3. The algebra generated by the group S(n) and commuting elementsY1; : : : ; Yn subject to relationssiYi + 1 = Yi+1si; siYj = Yjsi; j 6= i; i + 1 ;is called the degenerate a�ne Hecke algebra. We denote it by H(n). We see that(4.1) is an irreducible H(k) module where Yi acts as Xl+i.Remark 4.4. Algebra Z(k; l is a homomorphic image of the degenerated Heckealgebra,- see [D,C].x5. Irreducible representations of H(2).We already know that all irreducible of H(2) are not more than 2-dimensionaland have a vector v such thatY1v = av; Y2v = bv; a; b 2 C :If the vectors v and sv are independent then the relation(5.1) sY1 + 1 = Y2simplies that Y1 and Y2 act in the basis v; sv as followsY1 = � a �10 b � ; Y2 = � b 10 a� ; s = � 0 11 0� :If b 6= a � 1 this representation is irreducible; denote it by �a;b. If v and sv areproportional then sv = �vand it follows from (5.1) that b = a � 1in this case.If a = b then the operators �a;b(Yi) are not semisimple and therefore such rep-resentations cannot appear in the action on the Young basis. If a 6= b then theoperators �a;b(Yi) can be diagonalized, for example, as follows(5.2) Y1 = � a 00 b� ; Y2 = � b 00 a� ; s = � 1b�a 1� 1(b�a)21 1a�b � :Let us formulate our results as a proposition.



12A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSProposition 5. Suppose� = (a1; : : : ; ai; ai+1; : : : ; an) 2 Spec(n) :Then(1) ai 6= ai+1 for all i,(2) if ai+1 = ai � 1 then si � v� = �v�,(3) if ai+1 6= ai � 1 then�0 = si � � = (a1; : : : ; ai+1; ai; : : : ; an) 2 Spec(n)and �0 � �. Moreover,v�0 = �si � 1ai+1 � ai� v�and the elements si;Xi;Xi+1 act in the basis v�; v�0 by formulas (5.2) withY1 replaced by Xi and Y2 replaced by Xi+1.Let us call a transposition si as in part (3) of the proposition an admissibletransposition. Admissible transpositions preserve the set Cont(n) (see next section).Evidently, the two cases in this proposition are the cases of the chain and squarefrom the previous section. x6. Main theoremsIn this section we shall describe the set Spec(n) and the equivalence relation �.Introduce the set Cont(n) of content vectors (or Young vector) of length n. Byde�nition � = (a1; : : : ; an) 2 Cont(n)if � satis�es the following conditions(1) a1 = 0,(2) faq � 1; aq + 1g \ fa1; : : : ; aq�1g 6= ? for all q > 1,(3) if ap = aq = a for some p < q thenfa � 1; a+ 1g � fap+1; : : : ; aq�1g :It is clear that Cont(n) �Zn :Theorem 6.1.(6.1) Spec(n) � Cont(n) :We shall need the following lemma



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 13Lemma 6.1. Suppose � = (a1; : : : ; an)and ai = ai+2 = ai+1 � 1 for some i. Then� =2 Spec(n) :Proof of the Lemma. Suppose � 2 Spec(n). By proposition 5, part (2)siv� = v�; si+1v� = �v� ;which contradicts the Coxeter relationsisi+1si = si+1sisi+1 : �Proof of the Theorem. Suppose � = (a1; : : : ; an) 2 Spec(n). Since X1 = 0 wehave a1 = 0.Let us verify the conditions (2) and (3) by induction on n. The case n = 2 isclear.Suppose fan � 1; an + 1g \ fa1; : : : ; an�1g = ?. Then the transposition of n� 1and n is admissible and(a1; : : : ; an�2; an; an�1) 2 Spec(n) :Hence (a1; : : : ; an�2; an) 2 Spec(n� 1) and clearlyfan � 1; an + 1g \ fa1; : : : ; an�2g = ?in contradiction to the inductive assumption. This proves the necessity of (2).Suppose ap = an = a for some p < n and, say,a� 1 =2 fap+1; : : : ; an�1g :We can assume, that p is choosen maximal, that isa =2 fap+1; : : : ; an�1g :Then, by the inductive assumption, the number a+ 1 appears in fap+1; : : : ; an�1gat most once. That is we have two possibilities: either(ap; : : : ; an) = (a; �; : : : ; �; a) ;or (ap; : : : ; an) = (a; �; : : : ; �; a+ 1; �; : : : ; �; a) ;where �; : : : ; � stands for a sequence of numbers di�erent from a� 1, a, a + 1.



14A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSIn the �rst case applying n� p� 1 admissible transpositions we get� � �0 = (: : : ; a; a; : : : ) ;which contradicts proposition 5, part (1).In the second case by the same argument� � �0 = (: : : ; a; a + 1; a; : : : ) ;which is impossible by the lemma �We shall need one more equivalence relation. Write� � �; �; � 2 C n ;if � is a permutation of entries of �. The set Cont(n) with the relation � has thefollowing simple combinatorial interpretation.Denote by Y the Young graph. By de�nition, the vertices of Y are Young dia-grams and two vertices � and � are joined by an oriented edge i� � � � and �=� isa single box. Write � % � in this case. Recall that, given a box � 2 �, the numberc(�) = x-coordinate of �� y-coordinate of �is called the content of �. By Tab(�) denote the set of paths in Y from ? to �,such paths are called standard or Young tableaux. The convenient way to representa path T 2 Tab(�) ? = �0 % : : :% �n = �is to write the numbers 1; : : : ; n in the boxes �1=�0; : : : ; �n=�n�1 of �n respectively.Put Tab(n) = [j�j=nTab(�) :The following proposition can be easily checkedProposition 6.2. SupposeT = �0 % : : :% �n 2 Tab(n) :The map T 7! (c(�1=�0); : : : ; c(�n=�n�1))is a bijection of Tab(n) and Cont(n). We have � � �, �; � 2 Cont(n) i� thecorresponding paths have the same end, that is i� they are tableaux on the samediagram.In terms of Young tableaux, admissible transpositions are transpositions of num-bers from di�erent rows and columns.



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 15Lemma 6.3. Any two Young tableu T1; T2 2 Tab(�) on a diagram � can be obtainedfrom each other by admissible transpositions. In other words, if �; � 2 Cont(n) and� � � then � can be obtained from � by admissible transpositions.Proof. Let us show that by admissible transpositions we can take any Young tableauT 2 Tab(�) to the following tableauT � = 1 2 : : : : : : �1�1 + 1 : : : �1 + �2: : : ;which corresponds to the following element of Cont(n)�(T �) = (0; 1; 2; : : : ; �1 � 1;�1; 0; : : : ; �2 � 2;�2;�1; : : : ) :To that end consider the last box of the last row of �. Let i be the number writtenin this box of T . Transpose i and i + 1, then i+ 1 and i + 2,: : : , and �nally n� 1and n. Clearly, all these transpositions are admissible, and we obtain a tableuxwith the number n written in the last box of the last column.Now the number n is in the right position, so we can forget about it and repeatthe same procedure for n� 1; n� 2; : : : . �Corollary 6.3. If � 2 Spec(n) and � � �, � 2 Cont(n), then � 2 Spec(n) and� � �.Remark 6.3. Our chain of transpositions linking T and T � is a minimal possiblein the following sense. Denote by s the permutation, which maps T to T � . Let `(s)be the number of inversions in s, that is`(s) = #f(i; j) 2 f1; : : : ; ng j i < j; s(i) > s(j)g :It is well known that s can be written as a product of `(s) transpositions si andcannot be written as a shorter product3. It is easy to see that our chain contains ex-actly `(s) admissible transpositions. In other words, Cont(n) is a \totally geodesic"subset of Zn for the action of S(n).Theorem 6.4. Y is the branching graph of the symmetric groups, Spec(n) =Cont(n) and �=�.Proof. Consider the coset Cont(n)= �. We have#�Cont(n)= � 	 = #�partitions of �	 :By the corollary 6.3 each equivalence class in Cont(n)= � either contains no ele-ments of Spec(n) or is a subset of an equivalence class in Spec(n)= �. Since#�Spec(n)= � 	 = #�S(n)^	 = #�partitions of �	 ;all classes in Cont(n)= � are classes in Spec(n)= �. In other words,Spec(n) = Cont(n) and �=� :Clearly, this implies that Y is the branching graph of the chain of symmetricgroups. �3simply because `(sig) = `(g) � 1 for all i and g 2 S(n).



16A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSx7. Young formulas.So far Young basis vectors vT were considered up to scalar factors. In this sectionwe shall specify the choice of these factors.Let us start with the tableau T� de�ned in the proof of the lemma 6.3. Chooseany non-zero vector vT� corresponding to this tableau.Given a tableau T 2 Tab(�) put`(T ) = `(s) ;where s is the permutation, which maps T� to T . Recall that PT denotes theorthonormal projection onto VT (see x1). Put(7.1) vT = PT � s � vT�By lemma 6.3 the permutation s can be represented as a product of `(T ) admissibletranspositions. Therefore, by de�nition (7.1) and the formulas (5.2)(7.2) s � vT� = vT + XR2Tab(�);`(R)<`(T )R vRwhere R are some rational numbers. In particular, suppose T 0 = siT and`(T 0) > `(T ) :Let �(T ) = (a1; : : : ; an) 2 Cont(n)be the sequence of contents of boxes in T . Then by (5.2), (7.1), and (7.2) we have(7.3) si � vT = vT 0 + 1ai+1 � ai vT :And again by (5.2)(7.4) si � vT 0 = �1� 1(ai+1 � ai)2� vT � 1ai+1 � ai vT 0 :This proves the followingProposition 7.1. There exists a basis vT of V � in which the generators si act bythe formulas (7.3,7.4). All irreducible representations of S(n) are de�ned over the�eld Q.Another way to prove this proposition is to verify directly that these formulasde�ne a representation of S(n) (that is to verify the Coxeter relations).This basis is called the Young seminormal form of V �. If we normalize allvectors vT we obtain the Young orthonormal form of V �. This form is de�nedover R. Denote the normalized vectors by the same letters vT . Then si acts in thetwo-dimensional space spanned by vT and vT 0 by an orthogonal matrix. Therefore(7.5) si = � r�1 p1� r�2p1� r�2 �r�1 � ;where r = ai+1 � ai :This number is usually called the axial distance - see [JK].



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 17Proposition 7.2. There exists an orthonormal basis vT of V � in which the gen-erators si act by the formulas (7.5).Remark. Since the weight �(T�) of vT� is the biggest weight in V � with respectto the lexicographic order, we can call the weight �(T�) the highest weight of V �and call the vector vT� the highest vector of V �.The same formulas give the action of symmetric group in the representationsassosiated to skew Young diagrams.Suppose j�j = l, j�j = l + k. Denote by V �=� the Z(l; k)-moduleV �=� = HomS(l)(V �; V �) ;which was considered in x4. Clearly, this module has a similar Young orthonormalbasis indexed by all Young tableaux on the skew diagram �=�. The generatorsXl+i ; i = 1; : : : ; kof Z(l; k) act in this basis by multiplication by the content of the i-th box and theCoxeter generators of the subgroup S(k) � Z(l; k) act by formulas (7.5).x8. Characters of symmetric groups.In this section we prove the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule for characters of thesymmetric groups. The key fact we use is the Proposition 8.2, which is based onthe theorem 4.Recall that a Young diagram  is called a hook if,  = (a + 1; 1b) for somea; b 2 Z+ . The number b is called the height of the hook . Recall also that askew diagram �=� is called a skew hook, if it is connected and does not have twoboxes on the same diagonal. The content vector (or spectrum of JM elements) ofthe standard Young tableaux with skew hook as corresponding diagram is a vectorwithout equal coordinates. In other words, �=� is a skew hook if the contents ofthe boxes of �=� form an interval in Zof cardinality j�=�j. The number of rowstaken occupied by �=� minus 1 is called the height of �=� and is denoted by h�=�i.Put k = j�=�j. Let V �=� be the S(k)-module corresponding to the skew diagram�=�, and let ��=� be the corresponding character. Our aim is to prove the followingwell-known theoremTheorem 8.(8.1) ��=�((12 : : : k)) = � (�1)h�=�i; if �=� is a skew hook;0; otherwise :Now suppose that � is a partition of k. Consider the following permutation fromthe conjugacy class corresponding to �(12 : : : �1)(�1 + 1 : : : �1 + �2)(: : : ) : : : :It is clear that applying theorem 8 several times we get the following classical



18A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSMurnaghan-Nakayama rule. Let � be a partition of k. The value ��=�� of thecharacter ��=� on a permutation with cycle type � equals��=�� =XS (�1)hSi, where the sum is over all sequences S� = �0 � �1 � �2 � � � = � ;such that �i=�i�1 is a skew hook with �i boxes, andhSi =Xi h�i=�i�1iIt is well-known and can be easily proved (see, for example [M], Ch. 1, Ex. 3.11)that this rule is equivalent to all other descriptions of the characters of symmetricgroups, for example, to the following symmetric functions relation [M]p� =X� ��� s� ;or to the determinantal formula [M,JK]. Note that the theorem we are going toprove is a special case of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule. The same proof of thefollowing proposition was also given in [DG].Proposition 8.1. The formula (8.1) is true for � = ?.Proof. It is easy to see (for example, by induction) that(8.2) X2X3 : : :Xk = sum of all k-cycles in S(k) :The eigenvalue of (8.2) on any Young basis vector in V � equals(�1)bb! (k � b � 1)!if � is a hook of height b, and equals zero otherwise. Clearly, the number of k-cyclesin S(k) equals (k � 1)! and dim� = �k � 1b � ;if � is a hook of height b. Taking the trace of (8.2) in V � proves the proposition. �Proposition 8.2. For any vector v from the Young basis of V �=�C [S(k)] � v = V �=�Proof. The vector space V �=� is an irreducible H(k)-module. The vector v is byassumption a common eigenvector for all Xi. By commutation relations in H(k)the space C [S(k)] � vis H(k)-invariant and hence equals V �=�. �



A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPS 19Proposition 8.3. If �=� is not connected then��=�((12 : : : k)) = 0 :Proof. Suppose �=� = �1 [ �2, where �1; �2 are two skew Young diagram whichhave no edge in common. Put a = j�1j, b = j�2j. Consider the Young tableaux on�=� that have the numbers 1; 2; : : : ; a in �1 and the numbers a+1; : : : ; k in �2. Con-sider the subspace of V �=� spanned by all Young basis vectors with such tableauxand consider the action of the subgroup S(a)�S(b) of S(k) on this subspace. It isclear that as S(a) � S(b)-module this subspace is isomorphic toV �1 
 V �2 :By proposition 8.2 we have the following isomorphisms(8.3) IndS(k)S(a)�S(b) V �1 
 V �2 �! V �=� :It is easy to see that the dimension of the both sides of (8.3) equals�ka� dim�1 dim�2 :Hence (8.3) is an isomorphism.In the natural basis of the induced representation the permutation (12 : : : k) (aswell as any permutation which is not conjugated to an element of S(a)�S(b)) hasonly zeroes on the diagonal. This proves the proposition. �Proposition 8.4. If �=� has two boxes on the same diagonal then��=�((12 : : : k)) = 0 :Proof. Suppose there are two such boxes. Then there is a diagram � such that� � � � �and �=� is a 2� 2 square �=� = � :That is V �=� contains a S(4)-submodule V �. By proposition 8.2 we have an epi-morphism(8.4) IndS(k)S(4) V � �! V �=� :By the branching rule and Frobenius reciprocity the left-hand side of (8.4) containsonly such S(k)-modules V � that � � �. In particular, � cannot be a hook andtherefore ��((12 : : : k)) = 0 ;by proposition 8.1. This proves the proposition. �In fact, we have proved that under the assunptions of the proposition 8.4HomS(k)(V ; V �=�) = 0 ;for all hook diagram .



20A NEW APPROACH TO REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SYMMETRIC GROUPSProposition 8.5. Suppose �=� is a skew hook. Then for any hook  = (a+1; 1b)HomS(k)(V  ; V �=�) = � C ; b = h�=�i ;0; otherwise :Proof. Since translation of �=� do not change the corresponding S(k)-module wecan assume that � and � are choosen minimal, that is�1 > �1; �01 > �01 :Show that if b < h�=�i then HomS(k)(V ; V �=�) = 0 :Indeed, the module V  has a nonzero S(k�b)-invarinat vector and there is no suchvectors in V �=� since there is no such vectors in V � (this follows from the branchingrule). The case b > h�=�i is similar.Now suppose b = h�=�i. Consider the vector spaceHomS(k)(V ; V �) :It is easy to see from the following picture (and Young formulas) that� � !this space is the irreducible S(j�j)-module V �. ThereforeHomS(k)�S(j�j)(V  
 V �; V �) = C ;and thus HomS(k)(V ; V �=�) = C : �The theorem follows evidently from the proved propositions.References[C] I. Cherednik, On special bases of irreducible �nite-dimensional representations of thedegenerate a�ne Hecke algebra, Func. Anal. Appl. 20 (1986), 76-78.[D] V. Drinfeld, Degeneratred a�ne Hecke algebras and Yangians, Func. Anal. Appl. 20(1986), 56-58.[DG] P. Diaconis and C. Greene, Applications of Murphy's elements, Stanford UniversityTechnical Report (1989), no. 335.[GZ1] I. Gelfand and M. Zetlin, Finite-dimensional representations of the group of unimodularmatrices, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR (Russian) 71 (1950), 825{828.
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